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In modern society where information flows freely, banks have controlled 
countless financial information of individuals, which increasingly reflects its 
economic value. Meanwhile, due to banks’ impulse to purchase benefits in the 
game playing of information, customers’ financial privacy is exposed to the 
danger of being illegally revealed or used. Thus customers are eager to affirm and 
assert their rights. On the other hand, how to handle privacy possessing economic 
value in the information era has become a highly concerned issue for government 
and banks as well as customers. Accordingly, how to balance each party’s interests 
will be a special problem needs to be resolved. 
This paper, which aims to put forward the suggestion on how to build up and 
improve Financial Privacy protection system in accordance with alien legislation 
practice and domestic status, is divided into three parts: preface, body (which 
includes four chapters) and conclusion. 
Chapter 1 is the summary of legal protection system for Financial Privacy, 
which consists of the origin, definition and characteristics of legal protection on 
Financial Privacy, analyzing national and international situation, and points out 
that China should learn from each other's strong points by rationally utilizing 
post-advantage. 
Chapter 2 is the analysis on legal relation of Financial Privacy. It is focused 
on conflicts about interests under this juristic relation among customer, bank and 
government from game theory angle. 
Chapter 3 is the analysis on the rights system of Financial Privacy protection. 
Taking customer as the breakthrough point, it figures out the juristic basis and 
reality urgency of endowing customers with Financial Privacy Right, and then 
offers advice on the construction of customer’s rights system. 
Chapter 4 is a chapter that theoretically and practically analyzes the 
obligation system of Financial Privacy protection by taking bank as the 














system which accords with national status of China. 
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